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Abstract This paper presents an algorithm called augmen-
ted Lagrangian particle swarm optimization with velocity
limits (VL-ALPSO). It uses a particle swarm optimization
(PSO) based algorithm to optimize the motion planning
for swarm mobile robots. Considering problems with engi-
neering constraints and obstacles in the environment, the
algorithm combines the method of augmented Lagrangian
multipliers and strategies of velocity limits and virtual
detectors so as to ensure enforcement of constraints, obsta-
cle avoidance and mutual avoidance. All the strategies
together with basic PSO are corresponding to real situa-
tions of swarm mobile robots in coordinated movements.
This work also builds a swarm motion model based on
Euler forward time integration that involves some mechan-
ical properties such as masses, inertias or external forces to
the swarm robotic system. Simulations show that the robots
moving in the environment display the desired behavior.
Each robot has the ability to do target searching, obsta-
cle avoidance, random wonder, acceleration or deceleration
and escape entrapment. So, in summary due to the char-
acteristic features of the VL-ALPSO algorithm, after some
engineering adaptation, it can work well for the planning of
coordinated movements of swarm robotic systems.
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1 Introduction

This work focuses on the motion planning of swarm mobile
robots based on a particle swarm optimization algorithm
(PSO) with several extensions. Nowadays, controlling a
multi-robot or so called swarm robots is still a challenge
in the robotics area despite its fast development. Designing
swarm robotic systems as well as their coordinated move-
ments are difficult tasks even though one has complete
knowledge about a single robot’s behavior. Thus, several
authors worked on finding methods of motion planning for
swarm mobile robots.

In recent years, the comparatively new stochastic PSO
algorithms have been applied to engineering problems espe-
cially of nonlinear, non-differentiable, or non-convex type.
Their robustness and simple applicability without the need
for cumbersome derivative calculations make PSO an attrac-
tive optimization method (Sedlaczek and Eberhard 2006;
Kalivarapu and Winer 2009). The basic algorithm was first
provided by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995), but one should
also acknowledge Heppner and Grenander for their contri-
bution of providing the model of biological population in
(Heppner and Grenander 1990). After PSO’s emergence,
it has evolved greatly and it is used in many practical
problems, such as power systems (Yoshida et al. 1999;
Fukuyama et al. 2001) and IC design (Mandal et al. 2008).
Furthermore, it also can be used in pressure vessel design,
system identification, lot sizing and others. In the robotics
area, after surveying the existing literature related to PSO,
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(Yamada et al. 2003) may be among the earliest groups
which used PSO. Doctor et al. (2004) discussed using PSO
for multi-robot searching. Their focus was on optimizing
the parameters of the searching PSO and they did not con-
sider the scalability of the standard PSO for a large number
of robots. Hereford (2006) developed a distributed parti-
cle swarm optimization algorithm and later in 2008 with
Siebold (Hereford and Siebold 2008) he simplified it. Then
they used it for real robots in a physically-embedded ver-
sion. However, the shortcomings of their researches were
the non-consideration of obstacles or restriction to just static
simple obstacles in the environment and the real robots
could only rotate at a specified degree range. Pugh et al.
(2006) and Pugh and Martinoli (2007) contributed a sim-
ple PSO version in multi-robot searching and they mainly
focused on how to model the biological algorithm. Other
researchers like Hayes et al. (2003) and Jatmiko et al.
(2007), utilized the principles of swarm intelligence or
PSO based algorithms to perform odor localization. Akat
and Gazi presented three neighborhood strategies of PSO
in the IEEE Swarm Intelligence Symposium (2008) which
also provided an opportunity for the development of search
methods in swarm robotic systems. Recently one research
group (Xue et al. 2009) presented their PSO application for
robots to search targets, and they also mentioned to consider
the mechanical properties of robots. Unfortunately, they
didn’t really use them in their simulation and they mainly
focused on the search strategies and multi-thread simulation
for parallel asynchronous control. For examples, they never
consider robots’ volume, there are no obstacles in their envi-
ronment, both of which are inevitably for robots executing
tasks. Another recent result was given by Derr and Manic
(2009), they used multiple robots to explore targets in an
environment with noise. A very nice strategy was presented
by them to handle the noisy problem. However, they mainly
consider the question of how the radio frequency signal can
affect on robot search. So, actually, both of these two new
researches are still only within the consideration of algo-
rithms, strategies or computation which didn’t include any
robots mechanical properties.

In contrast to the mentioned publications this paper uses
a PSO based algorithm together with strategies of veloc-
ity limits and virtual detectors for mechanical robots whose
motion is described using multibody system so investigate
motion planning for swarm mobile robots. It is proposed to
develop an algorithm which can be adjusted for real swarm
mobile robots. It should have the ability of effectively
treating constraints with acceptable computational cost.

Section 2 focuses on optimization guided swarm move-
ments and Section 3 presents the improved algorithm VL-
ALPSO in detail. Simulation experiments were described
in Section 4. Then results and discussions are covered in
Section 5 while Section 6 contains some conclusions.

2 Optimization guided swarm movements

2.1 From individual behavior to collective behavior

If first only one mobile robot is considered in the robotic
motion planning, it already requires some measures to make
this robot find the target without collision with obstacles
while meeting several predefined conditions. However, for
the single robot, it is difficult to find the target rapidly and
execute his tasks since the information obtained by a single
searching robot is very limited. Furthermore, if this sin-
gle robot is damaged, the mission will completely fail. So,
researchers want to use swarm mobile robots. The perspec-
tive to use swarm robots can be seen in many applications
since, e.g., swarm robots can avoid human intervention in
some high risk environments such as fire fighting, aloft
work, landmine detection, or finding survivors after an
earthquake. Utilizing swarm robots, it is not necessary to
worry about failure caused by a few damaged robots.

However, swarm does not simply mean adding some
individuals together. The behavior shown by the swarm
robots should be collective, coordinated and requires infor-
mation exchange. So far, many methods and algorithms
are used for the motion planning of swarm mobile robots
including traditional and recursive biology inspired meth-
ods. Traditional types are, e.g., artificial potential fields
(APF) (Khatib 1968), or optimal algorithms of A* (Hart
et al. 1968) and D* (Stentz 1994). Usually, by conven-
tional methods, it is difficult to decide how the swarm
mobile robots move from initial position to final posi-
tion in the feasible workspace with specific requirements.
So, some researchers dedicated their attention to biology
inspired algorithms. Because nature can always bring sur-
prise by unusual approaches, it inspired countless scientific
innovations, and helps humans to solve practical problems.
Throughout the history of research, some of the most inno-
vative and useful discoveries have arisen from a fusion of
two or more seemingly unrelated fields of study just like
some algorithms invented from models of biology. In the
robotics area, there are several biology inspired algorithms
for robot motion planning which are briefly presented in the
following.

Genetic algorithms (GA) are famous biology inspired
algorithms and are used in many fields, such as optimizing
structural systems (Marano et al. 2009), design family prod-
ucts (Khajavirad et al. 2009) and solving traveling saleman
problems. However, in the view of swarm mobile robots
they look not so suitable. The main reason is that GAs show
sudden large changes during the iterations. Such jumps are
not feasible for real robots.

Bacterial colony growth algorithms (BCGA) are new
biology inspired approaches which were proposed by
Gasparri and Prosperi (2008). They use the idea of
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bacterium growth and bunching to the nutrient areas to be
a colony. Each robot is seen as a bacterium in a biologi-
cal environment which reproduces asexually. Unfortunately,
these algorithms are very complex. If used in swarm robots,
the calculation cost can be prohibitively high.

Recently, a reactive immune network (RIN) was pro-
posed and employed for mobile robot navigation (Guan and
Wei 2008). This is an immunological approach to mobile
robot reactive navigation. The same shortcoming as in the
aforementioned BCGA is its complexity. Additionally, it is
difficult to be scaled for swarm robots.

The heuristic ant algorithms (AA) use a group of mod-
elled ants to navigate the multi-robot, but the definitions
are not easy, and the iterative process is sophisticated (Zhu
2006). For example, the ant colony algorithm needs more
calculations on probability and set. Furthermore, this algo-
rithm is usually combined with the methods of grid or
rolling window in robot motion planning. There is no doubt
that both of them will increase the computing costs.

In contrast to the above mentioned algorithms, the PSO
algorithm is much more appealing due to its clear ideas,
simple iteration equations, and also the ease to be mapped
onto robots or even swarm robots.

In this paper, first of all, the original model of PSO is pre-
sented. It uses the vectors �x and x to denote the particle’s
‘velocity’ and actual position, respectively. The so called
‘velocity’ of the i th particle at the (k + 1)th iteration can be
described with the equation

�xk+1
i = ω�xk

i + c1rk
i,1

(
xbest,k

i,self − xk
i

)

+ c2rk
i,2

(
xbest,k

swarm − xk
i

)
(1)

and the position update is done in the traditional PSO
algorithm by

xk+1
i = xk

i + �xk+1
i . (2)

Here ω is the inertia weight. Usually, c1, c2 ∈ (0, 2) are
referred to as cognitive scaling and social scaling factors,
and rk

i,1 ∼ U (0, 1), rk
i,2 ∼ U (0, 1) are two independent

random functions. One saves xbest,k
i,self as the best position of

particle i reached till now, i.e., the individual best value, and
xbest,k

swarm is the best previously obtained position of all parti-
cles in the entire swarm, that is to say, the current global
best position. In (2), the PSO technical term ‘velocity’ really
corresponds to a time step h times the mechanical veloc-
ity to give the equation a physically correct format, i.e.,
�xk+1

i = h ẋk+1
i , but usually in PSO literature the time step

h is omitted or set to be one. So the original PSO algorithm
is summarized for all particles by

[
xk+1

�xk+1

]
=

[
xk

ω�xk

]

+
[

�xk+1

c1rk
1

(
xbest,k

self −xk
)
+c2rk

2

(
x̂best,k

swarm−xk
)
]
,

(3)

where

rk
1 = diag(r1,1 I3, r2,1 I3, · · · , rn,1 I3),

rk
2 = diag(r1,2 I3, r2,2 I3, · · · , rn,2 I3), (4)

and n is the number of particles. The two random numbers
in (1) are generated independently for every iteration k and
robot i . Considering the spatial case, I3 is a 3×3 unit matrix.
Similarly the matrices

xk
i = (xk

1,i , xk
2,i , xk

3,i ), i = 1(1)n,

xk = (xk
1 , xk

2 , · · · , xk
i , · · · , xk

n )T ∈ R
3n×1, (5)

xbest,k
i,self =

(
xbest,k

1,i,self, xbest,k
2,i,self, xbest,k

3,i,self

)
, i = 1(1)n,

xbest,k
self =

(
xbest,k

1,self , xbest,k
2,self ,· · ·, xbest,k

i,self ,· · ·, xbest,k
n,self

)T ∈ R
3n×1,

(6)

xbest,k
swarm =

(
xbest,k

1,swarm, xbest,k
2,swarm, xbest,k

3,swarm

)
, and

x̂best,k
swarm =

(
xbest,k

swarm, xbest,k
swarm, · · · , xbest,k

swarm

)T∈ R
3n×1 (7)

are defined. Here the notation i = 1(1)n means i =
1, 2, . . . , n and the number in brackets here specify its an
unit increment.

In PSO literature the random numbers are used in
different things. While in this contribution the factors rk

i,1

and rk
i,2 are scalars which scale only the lengths of the

difference vectors, the random numbers can be also treated
in a different way. Sometimes, rk

i,1 and rk
i,2 are vectors which

means that every dimension of the difference vectors is
scaled differently. Of course, then some of our equations,
e.g., (3) and (4), would be different.

2.2 ‘PSO’ model of swarm mobile robots

Most researchers use the PSO algorithm as a mathemati-
cal optimization tool without any physical meaning. Some
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researchers, e.g., Kok and Snyman (2008) introduced some
simple physical meaning into PSO. In our study, a PSO
based algorithm is presented which is used for the motion
planning of swarm mobile robots and so their physical back-
ground must be considered too. Additionally, we want to
interpret the PSO algorithm as providing the required forces
in the view of multibody system dynamics. Each particle
(robot) is considered as one body in a multibody system
which is influenced by forces and torques from other bodies
in the system but without direct mechanical connection to
them.

First, one starts from the Newton-Euler equations. These
equations will be presented in a general form. The motion
of the particle i in the ‘multi-particle’ system is governed by
the two matrix equations

mi ai = fi , i = 1(1)n, (8)

Jiαi + ωi × Jiωi = li , i = 1(1)n (9)

which correspond to the balance of linear and angular
momentum. Here mi is the mass of particle i , ai its linear
acceleration and fi are the forces acting on particle i . In (9),
the matrix Ji is the moment of inertia, αi the angular accel-
eration, while ωi is the angular velocity. At the right side
of (9), li contains the moments or torques acting on body i .
Equation (8), the so called Newton equation, is consisting
of three scalar equations that relate the forces and the accel-
erations of the particle in the three Cartesian dimensions.
Equation (9), on the other hand, relates the rotational accel-
eration to a given set of moments or torques. This matrix
equation consists also of three scalar equations and is called
Euler equation. Furthermore, (8) and (9) can be combined
in the Newton-Euler equations for one particle i

[
mi I3 0

0 Ji

] [
ai

αi

]
=

[
fi

li − ωi × Jiωi

]
. (10)

If no constraints or joints exist, this equation contains no
reaction forces. Otherwise, a projection using a global Jaco-
bian matrix can be performed eliminating them. In both
cases, the general form of equation of motion for swarm
robots can be formulated by

Mẍ + k = q or ẍ = M−1(q − k) = M−1 F. (11)

For a free system without joints, M = diag(m1 I3, m2 I3, · · · ,
mn I3, J1, J2, · · · , Jn) = MT ≥ 0 is the mass matrix col-
lecting the masses and inertias of the particles (robots), ẍ is
the general acceleration

ẍ =
[

a
α

]
, (12)

k is a term which comes from the Euler equation, and q
contains forces and moments acting on the robots. One can
also write (11) as a state equation with the state vector

y =
[

x
ẋ

]
, (13)

where x and ẋ are the translational and rotational position
and velocity of the robots. Thus, the first order differential
equation follows

ẏ =
[

ẋ
ẍ

]
=

[
ẋ

M−1 F

]
. (14)

Together with the initial conditions, the motion of the swarm
robots with time can be computed, e.g., by the simple Euler
integration formula

yk+1 = yk + �t ẏk, (15)

where �t is the chosen time step, and the superscript k, k+1
means the kth and (k + 1)th point in time. Rewriting (15)
yields

[
xk+1

ẋk+1

]
=

[
xk

ẋk

]
+ �t

[
ẋk

M−1 Fk

]
. (16)

Next, the connection between the mechanical motion of
a particle or robot and the PSO algorithm should be made.
For this reason we first assume that the robot should at
the moment only be driven by forces such that no torques
appear, i.e. li = 0. Also, it is assumed that the robot has a
constant inertia or has a spherical inertia tensor so that the
second term in (9) vanishes, too. So, where do the forces fi

come from? The force f k is determined from three parts,
f k
1 , f k

2 and f k
3 , which are defined as

f k
1 = −hk

f1

(
xk − xbest,k

self

)
,

f k
2 = −hk

f2

(
xk − x̂best,k

swarm

)
,

f k
3 = −hk

f3
ẋk, (17)

with the force factors summarized in the matrices

hk
f1

= diag(hk
1, f1

I3, hk
2, f1

I3, · · · , hk
n, f1

I3, 03n),

hk
f2

= diag(hk
1, f2

I3, hk
2, f2

I3, · · · , hk
n, f2

I3, 03n),

hk
f3

= diag(hk
1, f3

I3, hk
2, f3

I3, · · · , hk
n, f3

I3, 03n). (18)

Here I3 is a 3 × 3 unit matrix, 03n is a 3n × 3n zero matrix.
The forces f k

1 and f k
2 are attraction forces from the last self

best robot position and the last swarm best robot position
and are proportional to their distances. The vector f k

3 repre-
sents the force which is proportional to the last velocity and
is a kind of inertia which counteracts a change in direction.
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This work maps the swarm mobile robots’ ‘PSO’ model
to the original PSO algorithm so as to find the theoreti-
cal support for motion planning of swarm mobile robots.
Inserting (17) to (16) yields

[
xk+1

ẋk+1

]
=

[
xk(

I6n − �t M−1hk
f3

)
ẋk

]

+ �t

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ẋk

M−1hk
f1

(
xbest,k

self − xk
)

+ M−1hk
f2

(
x̂best,k

swarm−xk
)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (19)

Comparing the mechanical ‘PSO’ model of swarm mobile
robots in (19) to the original PSO model in (3), one
can see that they are quite similar and the corresponding
relationships are

�t M−1hk
f1

←→ c1rk
1 ,

�t M−1hk
f2

←→ c2rk
2 ,

I6n − �t M−1hk
f3

←→ ω. (20)

Of course, similar relations can be derived if also torques
are entered and rotations of the robots occur since nei-
ther the system description (14) nor the integration formula
(15) changes. The mass matrix M contains the informa-
tion of masses and inertias which is flexible. That is to
say, the matrix M can be different for each particle or
can be changed during executing the mission. Such a gen-
eral model is consistent to real applications of mobile
robots since robots may be loaded with some additional
tools and weights. This is somehow corresponding to an
increase for the inertia weight ω in basic PSO. Mean-
while, as M increases, the effects from attraction forces will
decrease without further changes. The random effects will
be included in h and all forces must be created by local drive
controllers in the robots.

3 Extension of the basic PSO algorithm to VL-ALPSO
for practical use in swarm mobile robots

This work proposes to use a PSO based algorithm for the
motion planning of swarm mobile robots with the goal to
search a target in the environment. Usually, the target in
the environment can be described by an objective function.
Several kinds of information are available to a robot, i.e.,

1. local information like the evaluation of a function value
or a gradient at the current position of a robot,

2. information about the surrounding, e.g., obtained from
distance sensors, and

3. information communicated by other robots.

The first kind of information is treated in the optimization
problem and its usage is basically described in Section 3.1.
The second kind of information will be described later in
Section 3.3.1 and is only considered by the robot itself.
Finally the third kind of information is the core of the PSO
algorithm where several particles/robots search in parallel
and exchange information.

3.1 Constraint handling by the augmented Lagrangian
multiplier method

Engineering optimization problems usually have con-
straints, e.g., if the particles (robots) are searching in the
environment including several obstacles. In this study, PSO
is used to guide the robots to carry out efficient search in the
feasible space, and also should take into account the treat-
ment of constraints. So, here first the general optimization
problem with an objective function and constraints is given
which can be formulated as

minimize �(x) (21)

subject to

{
g(x) = 0, me equality constraints,
h(x) ≤ 0, mi inequality constraints,

where x is the position of the particle bounded by xmin ≤
x ≤ xmax.

For such an optimization problem, the augmented
Lagrangian multiplier method can be used where each con-
straint violation is penalized separately by using a finite
penalty factor rp,i . Thus, the minimization problem with
constraints in (21) can be transformed into a non constraint
minimization problem as follows

minimize L A(x, λ, rp) (22)

with L A(x, λ, rp) = �(x) +
me+mi∑

i=1

λi Pi (x)

+
me+mi∑

i=1

rp,i P2
i (x),

and

Pi (x) =
⎧⎨
⎩

gi (x), i = 1(1)me,

max

(
hi−me(x),

−λi

2rp,i

)
, i=(me +1)(1)(me +mi ).

Here λi are Lagrangian multipliers and rp,i are penalty
factors.

Note that λi and rp,i are unknown in advance and are
adjusted in every time step during the simulation due to
the changing constraints status. According to Sedlaczek and
Eberhard (2006) this problem can be solved by dividing it
into a sequence of smaller unconstrained subproblems with
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subsequent updates of λi and rp,i . Then, λi and rp,i are
changed based on the iteration equations

λs+1
i = λs

i + 2rs
p,i Pi (x), (23)

rs+1
p,i =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

2rs
p,i if

|gi (xs)| > |gi (xs−1)| and
|gi (xs)| > εequality,

0.5rs
p,i if |gi (xs)| < εequality,

rs
p,i else,

i = 1(1)me,

rs+1
p, j+me

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

2rs
p, j+me

if
h j (xs) > h j (xs−1) and
h j (xs) > εinequality,

0.5rs
p, j+me

if h j (xs) < εinequality,

rs
p, j+me

else,

j = 1(1)mi ,

(24)

where εequality and εinequality are user defined tolerances for
constraints violations which are still acceptable. The ini-
tial values are λ0

i = 0 and r0
p,i = 1. This work uses

the update equations (23) and (24) which come from par-
tial differentiation of the Lagrangian equation (22) for the
subproblem

[
∂�(x)

∂x
+

me+mi∑
i=1

λs
i
∂ Pi (x)

∂x

+
me+mi∑

i=1

2rs
p,i Pi (x)

∂ Pi (x)

∂x

]

x=xs

≈ 0. (25)

So far, the basic PSO algorithm is extended to augmented
Lagrangian particle swarm optimization (ALPSO). Here,
each robot maintains information about the self best and
the swarm best values. The latter is a problem for the real
robots, e.g., due to incomplete communication. This issue
will be considered in the following subsection.

3.2 Neighborhood

From (3) and (19), one can see that for using a PSO based
algorithm for swarm mobile robots, each robot needs the
information of the self best value and the swarm (global)
best value. It is trivial to get the self best value since it can be
stored in the local on-board position memory. When the size
of the swarm becomes larger, it’s sometimes infeasible or
even undesired to distribute and store the swarm best value

to all swarm members. Furthermore, the global mode had
been proven too easy to be trapped into a local minimum.
Many researchers like Bratton and Kennedy in (Bratton and
Kennedy 2007) recommended using a standard PSO where
a local neighborhood mode was utilized. Although some
researchers consider that the standard PSO is a general ver-
sion which includes both local and global neighborhood,
here this study wants to emphasize that it uses a local mode
and has some advantages for swarm robots search. There-
fore, this study also propose to replace x̂best,k

swarm with xbest,k
nhood,

that is, using the best value in the neighborhood to replace
the global one during the iterative processes. Further details
can be found in van den Bergh (2001).

This replacement has great practical significance for our
application since it adds a lot of robustness to the robots,
especially for the motion planning. It reduces the commu-
nication expense of the algorithm since they only need to
communicate with other robots which are close to them.
So during the implementation of our mechanical ‘PSO’ of
(19) for swarm mobile robots search we use the best in the
neighborhood, rather than the global best.

The strategy to define the neighborhood depends on the
size of the swarm and the communication ability of practical
robots. Basically, there are two kinds of neighborhood mod-
els, i.e., indexed neighborhoods and spatial neighborhoods
(van den Bergh 2001). In this work, the latter is used. The
radius of the neighborhood in this work is flexible as the size
and density of swarm are changing. Here, it selects nearest
one-third particles from the complete swarm to the current
particle as the neighborhood field. Then, the neighborhood
best particle/robot will be determined after comparing their
performance values. Much care has to be spent since, e.g.,
information about the global best robot is not guaranteed to
be propagated to every robot especially when local clusters
show up, e.g., for multimodal optimization functions.

3.3 Swarm robots algorithm VL-ALPSO

3.3.1 Swarm particle robots

If PSO should be applied to a real mobile robot, the algo-
rithm must be modified and adjusted, e.g., to include the
mechanically feasible motion and to take care of obsta-
cle avoidance. In classical PSO or ALPSO, the particles
can move in any direction and with any velocity. Sim-
ple bounds vmax restrict the velocity numerically. For PSO
particles compared to mechanical robots the simulation is
more complicated since only finite forces can be generated
by the drives yielding only finite accelerations and so any
change in velocity absolute value and direction needs time
and energy. Also, there are obstacles in the environment.
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In the process of adapting the algorithm, there are some
aspects that need to be considered.

1. The basic structure of ALPSO should be used for
guiding the motion including its ability to deal with
constraints.

2. The algorithm should not yield too much computational
effort since no strong processor is available on a robot.

3. The robots should take care locally for obstacle
avoidance.

4. The algorithm should be applied for physical real
robots.

On the basis of the above-mentioned requirements, this
study proposes the structure of a sub-algorithm for obstacle
avoidance, especially for static obstacles in an environ-
ment. Of course, obstacles could be considered simply as
constraints which are treated in the optimization code. How-
ever, in robotics it is desirable that the collision detection
and avoidance are done locally in each robot based on its
obtained own sensor signals. Constraints treated in the opti-
mization algorithm are, e.g., considering energy, minimal
distances between the robots or avoiding prohibited areas.

In the algorithm, we restrict the maximal displacement of
a particle in a single step to Z which is defined as

Z = max(z1, z2). (26)

Here z1 and z2 come from two different aspects. The dis-
tance z1 is due to the computer performance. In the scenario
of a real mobile robot, it depends on the embedded Micro-
CPU and the volume of robots. The value z2 depends on
the braking distance. This braking distance must guarantee
that the robot won’t collide with obstacles before it can stop
or turn away. Because the stopping force or steering force
is finite and strongly depends on the maximal velocity, this
maximal braking distance must be chosen.

In order to make sure that particles (robots) in the simu-
lation do not pass through (fly over or jump over) obstacles
under any circumstances, even for a very small or very thin
obstacle, one can set dangerous regions surrounding the
static obstacles in the environment. If any particle (robot)
enters into such a dangerous region, the algorithm will give
alarm and focus on collision avoidance instead of concen-
trating on optimization. In fact, this principle of obstacle
avoidance is achieved in the actual mobile robot because
the robot can make the collision avoidance based on the data
from distance sensors. In Fig. 1, a length of Z + Tol aside
each edge of the obstacle is used to define the dangerous
regions.

During the iterative process of ALPSO for updating the
velocity and position it is identified that the next step will

step k

step k+1

dangerous region

obstacle

particle/robot

olTZ +

olTZ +

Fig. 1 Setting the dangerous region for each obstacle

enter a dangerous region in the situation shown in Fig. 1.
Of course the step will not go so far as to collide with the
obstacle, because each single step of iteration for the parti-
cle or the robot is controlled with a maximal velocity. The
maximal step is related to Z and the width of the danger-
ous region is at least Z + Tol. If the dangerous region would
be entered, the algorithm takes care for obstacle avoidance
first. Here Tol is a small positive tolerance value. The flow
chart is shown in Fig. 2.

start

calculate the position
of the next step

will enter
dangerous

region?

rotate
once

calculate the
new increment

still enter
dangerous

region?

move to new
position

no

yes

no

yes

end

Fig. 2 Flow chart of the first sub-algorithm of obstacle avoidance
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dangerous region

obstacle

particle/robot

Fig. 3 Boundary scanning

If the robot is in danger to collide with an obstacle, this
study assumes an additional force to (19) with the effect of
generating an acceleration and then the velocity is changed
which yields a steering rotation angle θi or braking of the
robot. The sub-algorithm makes a decision for the direction
of steering. Due to comparison of θi > 0 or θi < 0, it
controls the rotation direction to left or right, respectively. If
the robot is not in danger to enter into the dangerous regions,
then the movement to the new position guided by ALPSO
will be performed.

We want to emphasize, that the swarm robots are guided
by the optimization part of VL-ALPSO to the desired target
taking care of obstacle avoidance. This does not mean that
swarm algorithm itself is optimized in some way.

However, we need a little further consideration. How
to determine the angle and the steering direction when the
robot meets the obstacle? Based on the concept of minimal
energy to be used in the system, and also since we assume
at first that the obstacles in the environment are static and
known locally from the sensor signals, the above problem
can be treated by boundary scanning, see Fig. 3.

The robot looks for a point O′ which is the closest point
on the obstacle. The extremal scanned points on the obstacle
are A and B. This gives the angles α and β, respectively.

In case α > β, then θi should be set to rotate in the right
direction. If α < β, the robot should turn left. In this way,
the robot can save energy bypassing the obstacle since a big
rotation angle will require a lot of steering and cost much
energy for the robot. However, scanning the obstacles for
the practical robots will take some time and not every robot
has the ability of scanning. Usually, it needs cameras and
sophisticated image processing algorithms.

3.3.2 Volume constrained swarm robots

So far, the question of obstacle avoidance for non volume
restricted swarm particle robot is treated. Several references
use PSO based algorithms to navigate a group of mobile
robots but only very few of them take into account the size
of the robot itself when they map the approach from parti-

cles to real robots. Here one must consider motion planning
for swarm mobile robots, where the volume of the robots
itself is not ignored. For this, one needs to work on the
following issues.

1. Collision avoidance between the volume robot and
static obstacles,

2. mutual avoidance during the motion of all volume
robots.

In the following descriptions the word ‘robot’ means a vol-
ume robot, and a ‘particle robot’ is one with no volume.
We consider the shape of each robot as its enclosing cir-
cle with radius Ri . Hence, the first question becomes trivial
because simply the value of Tol has to be adjusted consid-
ering the volume. This strategy, enables the robot to bypass
all obstacles including thin barriers.

To the second question of mutual avoidance during the
movement of all volume robots, the simulation in this work
uses ‘virtual detectors’ on each robot. Take robot A as an
example, see Fig. 4, around its forward velocity vA, the
virtual detector has, e.g., a 120◦ field of view. This view
area can be taken as a dynamic detection area, and can also
be referred to as a dynamic dangerous region. Of course,
the angle can be adjusted to a suitable value based on the
available sensors.

The radius of the detector area is set slightly larger than
2Z since the situation of two robots moving in opposite
directions at full speed must be considered. So actually the
detector radius is set to be 2(Z + Tol). In this way, during
each step of trial calculation in the iterative process, if robot
A detects that its next step will lead to other peers enter-
ing its dynamic dangerous region, an immediate breaking
will be started by this robot. Then it turns to the obstacle
avoidance sub-algorithm. However, the question is not so
simple since the rotations can fall into a endless loop which
is of course not reasonable. Such a case is depicted in Fig. 5
where the considered robot W is surrounded by its peers.

A

C

B

60º

)(2 olTZ +

60º
Av

Fig. 4 Virtual detector
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A

C

B

D
E

W

)(2 olTZ +

Fig. 5 Robot surrounded by peers

In this situation the sub-algorithm stops this robot and, at
the same time, increases the scope of its virtual detector to
360◦. Robot W in Fig. 5 waits until the other robots move
away, and then it takes the next step guided by ALPSO.
Such a robot surrounded by other robots occurs frequently
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rotate once
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calculate the 
new increment

still enter 
dangerous 

region?

no

yes

no

yes
count>=N ?

no

yes

do a short random 
stop for the current step

start

calculate the position 
of the next step

move to new 
position

end

Fig. 6 Flow chart of second sub-algorithm of obstacle avoidance

especially at the end of the search since all the individual
robots then concentrate in a small area near the target. The
flow chart of this sub-algorithm is shown in Fig. 6 and the
flow chart of VL-ALPSO can be seen in Fig. 7.

start GUI, set 
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 results (end)
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only math.
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no

yes
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Fig. 7 Flow chart of VL-ALPSO
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4 Simulation

Some assumptions for the simulation experiments must be
made:

1. The static obstacles are represented by polygons,
2. all simulations treat only the planar case, and
3. during the avoidance of obstacles, the robots can rotate

full 360◦.

4.1 Objective function and constraints

As an objective function, a group of robots should search a
target in a certain area. The target could be a light source,
odor source, etc., with its potential described, e.g., as

f (x) = 1

(x1 − xm1)
2 + (x2 − xm2)

2 + ε
. (27)

In (27), xm1, xm2 is the location of the maximum, ε is a very
small positive value used only for avoidance of an infinite
value of f when x = xm . Robot i has the information of its
position xi = (x1,i , x2,i ) and velocity ẋi = (ẋ1,i , ẋ2,i ).
The task of the group robots is to search for the source
in the environment, and of course they do not know xm

in advance. But the robots themselves are equipped with
sensors to measure the local strength of the source f (x),
and they can exchange informations to their surrounding
neighbors. Interferences only exist in certain local districts,
they will reduce the individual robot’s ability of exchanging
information, but they can not go so far as to undermine this
robot since it always has its local information.

If the center of the source xm is infeasible, then the robots
should at least get as close as possible. For the following
simulations we maximize the performance function from
(27) and add 3 inequality constraints h1, h2 and h3. Later
also some obstacles will be added. The problem can then be
formulated by

minimize �(x) (28)

with �(x) = 1

f (x)
− ε = (x1 − xm1)

2 + (x2 − xm2)
2

subject to

⎧⎨
⎩

h1(x) = 3 − x1 ≤ 0,

h2(x) = 2 − x2 ≤ 0,

h3(x) = 1 + x2
1 − x2

2 ≤ 0.

(29)

Of course question described by (28) and (29) is quite triv-
ial as an optimization problem but it allows us to test the
described algorithms. Here, we choose xm = (3,

√
10) and

the constraint minimum is xopt = xm with �(xopt) = 0.

4.2 Experimental setup

The main purpose of first using simulation instead of a real
robotic system is convenience. A simulation environment
enables the systems to be developed rapidly and transferred
to the real system with hopefully minimal change in behav-
ior. In addition, simulation offers a programmer access to
data which is not easily attainable with real robots.

This study classifies the simulation experiments as
shown in Table 1. In the experiments, the basic PSO param-
eters are set to c1 = 0.1, c2 = 0.8 and ω = 0.6 which
are equivalent to the force factors acting on h f1 , h f2 and
h f3 in mechanical PSO. The population is n = 3 or 30 of
the swarm mobile robots. The symbol dot ‘.’ is used for a
particle robot, and a circle ‘©’ for a volume robot.

All algorithms are programmed using MATLAB. This
work utilizes the idea of modular programming. The
main function calls different sub-modules (sub-functions)
depending on different situations. The benefits by doing
so are not only to be able to focus on a module to solve
a specified problem and to improve the overall efficiency of
the codes, but also to prepare the adaptation of the MAT-
LAB code onto other platforms, especially to the robot
itself.

At the stages of exploration and final application, in order
to get a balance between convergence and accuracy, it is
required to modify the basic parameters of VL-ALPSO fre-
quently. So the development of a convenient user interface
becomes necessary.

Based on the MATLAB GUI functions, a user interface
is developed which is shown in Fig. 8. This allows testing
the simulation conveniently. Furthermore, the modules are
encapsulated behind the user interface.

Table 1 Type of experiment

No. Particles Experiment description

1 3 Particle robots coordinated movement under constraints without obstacles based on ALPSO

2 3 As experiment one, with static obstacles and also using the first sub-algorithm of obstacle avoidance, (modification: targets

locate at different positions and are searched by six particles/robots)

3 30 Volume robots under constraints with static obstacles, considering the mutual collision of robots, the target locates outside

of obstacle, based on VL-ALPSO, first and second sub-algorithms of obstacle avoidance, plus virtual detector

4 30 As experiment three, but the target locates inside of obstacle
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Fig. 8 GUI interface for VL-ALPSO

5 Results and discussions

For experiment one and two, we want to show the aggre-
gate behavior of the particles and their trajectories. In order
to make it easier to be understood, only 3 particles are
used in experiment one and two. The objective function and
constraints used are described by (28) and (29). Running
experiments one and two for 50 times, respectively. Almost
every run and all particles converge to the exact optimal
value of �(x) = 0 at position xopt = (3,

√
10).

The trajectories of experiment one are shown in Fig. 9
while Fig. 10 shows the trajectories of experiment two. In
Fig. 10, one can see that particles/robots not only search
the target, but also take care for collision avoidance with
obstacles in the environment.

It is also interesting to observe the conflicts of finding the
minimal objective function value for one robot or reducing
the mean distance between all robots around the minimum.
The latter mean distance gives a reference about the robots
distribution and their density. In Fig. 11, one can see that
the value of objective function declined over the number of
time steps. Between 0 and about 700 steps, the objective
function value is changing more since the algorithm wants

to keep diversity and avoid premature convergence. After
that, values decline more steady till near 2,000 steps despite
some times of rebound. The reason for the non-monotonous
decrease is the special situation here. One is not interested to
display the best value found up to now, but the best position
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Fig. 9 Experiment one for a typical run
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Fig. 10 Experiment two for a typical run

of one currently moving robot since the complete swarm
should approach the optimum. Therefore, increases occur.
Of course, finally the robots should be as close as possible
at the minimum. For physically motivated particle motion
also, e.g., the time step has an influence since large time
steps lead to strong fluctuations in the currently reached
minimum.

In Fig. 12 one can see that the normalized mean distances
for the entire swarm of robots declines over time, that is to
say the searching robots distribution becomes more centered
around the minimum. In contrast to the second stage of the
curve in Fig. 11, one will find an interesting result in Fig. 12.
After about 1,000 time steps the particles are very closely
together while in Fig. 11 still major changes in the computed
minimum are visible.
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Fig. 11 Convergence characteristics of experiment one displaying the
best value at a time step
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Fig. 12 Mean distance of robots in experiment one normalized to the
width of our square shaped search domain

In a modification of experiment two, we added another
three particles and disabled three constraints which were
described in (29). Furthermore, the environment is set as
shown in Fig. 13 since now we want to focus on the search
ability of VL-ALPSO for different positions of the mini-
mum. It is located at point A at the center of the search
space, B near the boundary, C at the corner and D near an
obstacle, respectively.

This study evaluates the overall effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm, i.e., how many times the particles/robots
find the target with the algorithm of VL-ALPSO. Each of
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10

A (center)

B (near boundary)

C (corner)

D (near obstacle)

obstacle

Fig. 13 Searching for different positions of the minimum
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points was tested by the proposed algorithm with 100 runs
of randomly distributed initial particle positions. Table 2
shows the statistics of this experiment.

Corresponding to points A, B, C and D, the targets are
found during the search mission with a very demanding pre-
cision of at least 10−6 which also verifies the robustness of
this algorithm. Also the results for the other cases are still
acceptable based on its small disparities between different
targets.

Experiment three and four use 30 volume robots to search
the target under constraints and also with obstacles in the
environment. Additionally, we set the search environment to
be more complex compare to the one in Fig. 13. The purpose
of this two groups of experiments is checking the algorithm
of VL-ALPSO for its performance of mutual avoidance, i.e.,
the robots can neither during the process nor at the end
overlap with each other. Thus, at most, finally only one par-
ticle/robot can occupy the exact minimal position, and the
other robots should distribute themselves at other positions
in the environment. Here comes the important question,
how to place the other robots? As VL-ALPSO is designed,
other robots should at least get as close as possible to the
target. So, the distribution situation becomes an important
evaluation indicator to the results of experiment. In experi-
ment three, it uses a Box&Whisker diagram (Tukey 1977)
to evaluate the distribution results. Box&Whisker methods
are commonly used in the visualization of statistical anal-
ysis in many applications including the robotic area. In
this method, a box and whisker graph is used to display
a set of data so that one can easily see where most of the
members are.

Experiment three runs 50 times and all of them siege the
target. One of the runs at four searching stages is shown in
Fig. 14. One can see that all volume robots find and siege
the target but do not overlap with each other. Furthermore, a
statistics to the 50 runs is made and evaluates its distribution
status. This paper uses Box&Whisker diagrams to evaluate
results since we are interested to get info about the data dis-
tribution. The distribution status of 50 runs of experiment
three can been seen from Fig. 15. Also from this figure one
can see that the 13th, 28th, 30th and 39th runs have sev-
eral robots that are far away from the minimum and have

Table 2 Statistics of searching for different targets

Points Coordinates Conditions Percentage of success (%)

A (0, 0) Center 99

B (−9.4, −5) Boundary 96

C (9.4, −9.4) Corner 95

D (−7.0, 7.2) Near obstacle 94
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Fig. 14 Experiment three for a typical run, (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 41.83 s,
(c) t = 94.69 s, (d) t = 192.77 s

big objective function values and are even infeasible. They
account here for 8% of the runs. Such failed runs come from
a number of reasons. Where ‘failing’ of course means that
just a few robots are not close to the optimum but most of
them are still close. For example, one of the robots was sur-
rounded by other robots for a long time before time is over
for this run of searching. Nevertheless, all other 46 runs get
the results quite well, even those 4 worse runs also find and
surround the target with the main group of robots. For all
runs the median values are between 1 and 2. Most runs get
the first quartile and the third quartile below objective func-
tion value 2 which means that about 75% of the members
of the swarm robots locate close to the target and with high
density. In summary, all 50 runs in this experiment can be
accepted as obtaining the correct results from VL-ALPSO.

In experiment four, the difference to experiment three is
that the constraints h1, h2 and h3 are changed such that the
target xm is at a position which is not feasible. The con-
straints in experiment four are changed slightly compared
to (29) to

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

h1(x) = 4 − x1 ≤ 0,

h2(x) = 6 − x2 ≤ 0,

h3(x) = 20 + x2
1 − x2

2 ≤ 0.

(30)

The target position of experiment four is xm = (4, 6)

and would be inside the triangular obstacle. So, it is inten-
tionally changed how the algorithm should behave here.
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Fig. 15 Statistics of distribution for experiment three. The horizontal lines correspond to the best, the worst, the median, and the lower (25%) and
upper (75%) quartiles

Here also one of the 50 runs in experiment four can be
seen in Fig. 16. The volume robots try to get close to xm ,
and they do not overlap with each other during the whole
motion and also the obstacles are avoided. In this case, one
of the most important aspects is how the volume robots dis-
tribute around the target. Several processes of the 50 runs
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Fig. 16 Experiment four for a typical run, (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 52.04 s,
(c) t = 116.46 s, (d) t = 250.29 s

are chosen randomly and the mean distance between robots
is computed during the motion over time, see Fig. 17. The
distances calculated in Fig. 17 are normalized. From this
figure one can see that the mean distance between robots
declines over time. The results from experiment four are still
acceptable for the real application of swarm mobile robots.

Usually, for the swarm robotic system, there are two crit-
ical factors, one is the density of the swarm robots, and
another is collision detection and avoidance. In the pro-
posed algorithm design, both of them are satisfied. From
the experiment results, there are some aspects which should
be emphasized.

First, the algorithm has in our tests with simple functions
a robust convergence. During the process of searching for
the different kinds of targets in the experiments, the robots
converge to the correct locations with a high success rate.
Targets located at different positions and changed obstacles
or constraints lead to changed search results.

Secondly, although this study makes many adjustments
and improvements to the basic PSO algorithm, the complex-
ity in VL-ALPSO is still low. Moreover, since the robots
are taking care of collision avoidance, VL-ALPSO it is not
difficult to be modified for avoidance of dynamic obsta-
cles in an unknown environment. This is because during the
mutual avoidance of robots, they already take other moving
robots as dynamic obstacles, so that the robots won’t collide
with each other on the way of moving toward the con-
vergence position which originates from a real engineering
problem.
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Fig. 17 Mean distance of robots in experiment four, for 4 typical runs
in which the distances are normalized to the width of the square shaped
search domain, (a) 12th run, (b) 27th run, (c) 48th run, (d) 50th run

Third, the algorithm uses the information of each sin-
gle robot’s neighborhood of certain radius, rather than the
swarm best. In swarm robots search case, this reduces the
requirements for the robot’s detection ability to its surround-
ing environment. So, it can narrow down the exploration
scope. Based on this, each single robot will be implemented
with its own VL-ALPSO algorithm to realize a distributed
computing environment. Thus, it is not necessary to have
a central processor. Fortunately, not all of the robots are
needed for finding an optimal solution. So the system can be
scalable to a very large number of robots. In the simulation,
even more than 10000 particle robots have been used.

6 Conclusions

From basic PSO to VL-ALPSO, some extension work for
practical use of this algorithm for the motion planning of
swarm mobile robots is given. This requires many simu-
lation experiments. The results show that the algorithm is
simple, reliable, and hopefully transferable to physical real
swarm mobile robots.

This paper investigates the concept of collective coor-
dinated movement under constraints and obstacles in the
environment. For the constraints, it uses the augmented
Lagrangian multiplier method. For avoiding obstacles and
other robots in the environment, it uses strategies of velocity
limiting, virtual detectors, and others.

The proposed algorithm has no need of a central pro-
cessor, so it can be implemented decentralized on a big
swarm mobile robotic system and makes the robots move
well coordinated. Please note that ‘big’ refers to the num-
ber of robots and not to the number of optimization design
variables.

The natural next step after the simulations are finished
will be to distribute the simulation to many different pro-
cessors, to identify clearly the mechanical properties of a
single robot and then to run everything on a small swarm of
real robots.
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